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Human language is a unique communication system for its 
complexity of syntactic structure that enables us to convey 
infinite ideas from finite words in novel ways. One promi-

nent linguistic theory proposed by Noam Chomsky and many 
others assumes that the syntactic computational system is a core 
component of human language, which generates internal represen-
tations and maps them into the sensory–motor (phonological) and 
conceptual–intentional (semantic) systems1,2. This theory has led 
to a longstanding tradition of distinguishing specialized modular 
centres for syntactic processing from other linguistic components 
in the brain3–9. Supportive evidence for the modularity of syntax 
has come from lesion studies, which demonstrate that agrammatic 
aphasia can occur in people with focal brain lesions (particularly in 
the Broca’s area and nearby structures)10–12, and many neuroimaging 
studies that identify brain regions specifically involved in syntactic 
processing in the left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG)5,6,13–17. Moreover, 
neurophysiological studies have demonstrated that the syntactic 
subcomponent constitutes a module of language that is processed 
before semantic information18–20.

In contrast to the modularity view, there is growing evidence 
showing that both syntactic and semantic processing activates a 
frontal–temporal network including IFG and middle/superior 
temporal areas, but none of these areas is strictly syntax or seman-
tic specific21–27, leading to a different position that the processing 
of syntactic and semantic information is highly integrated, rather 
than according to regionally dedicated modules28–30. In line with 
the neuroimaging evidence, aphasia research also reveals that 
patients with syntactic deficits do not have a common lesion in 
the brain28,31,32.

The findings in favour of either independent or non-independent 
processing of syntax and semantics each seem to pose a challenge 
to the other. However, the two theoretical positions are not neces-
sarily mutually exclusive. It could be the case that the human brain 
instantiates the modularity of syntax at a finer scale, such that 
syntactic and semantic processes may be implemented by differ-
ent subnetworks of cells distributed within the critical language 
region such as IFG. Yet the dissociations at the finer spatiotemporal 
scale cannot be reliably differentiated with traditional functional  
imaging techniques.

To test this possibility, we used high-density electrocorticogra-
phy (ECoG) and examined whether syntactic and semantic pro-
cesses could be dissociated in the left IFG at a fine-grained level 
of functional organization. While previous studies are mainly 
conducted with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) 
or event-related potential (ERP), which are limited in revealing 
finer-grained levels of functional organization underlying language 
processing, high-density ECoG provides millimetre resolution in 
space, and millisecond resolution in time, which allows us to estab-
lish precise functional anatomical correlates and timing of neuro-
physiological mechanisms at the circuit level33. Moreover, we tested 
the hypothesis in Chinese, a non-inflected language that lacks mor-
phological devices and largely relies on contextual semantics34. It has 
virtually no conjugation for verbs and no declension for nouns35. 
ERP studies showed that syntactic processing was not necessary for 
the initiation of semantic integration in Chinese, and failure to con-
duct syntactic category analysis did not block semantic access36–39, 
although there was evidence showing that the syntactic processes 
appear earlier than the semantic processes during Chinese sentence 
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comprehension40. fMRI studies found that cortical sites contribut-
ing to the syntactic analysis of Chinese phrases overlapped with 
cortical sites relevant to semantic analysis23, and that nouns and 
verbs in Chinese activated a wide range of overlapping brain areas 
in distributed networks41. A recent fMRI study by Wu et al42 showed 
a crucial role of both BA 44 and BA 45 in the left IFG in Chinese 
phrase structure building. They considered the involvement of BA 
44 in syntactic computation to be language universal, whereas the 
role of BA 45 may be language specific and related to heavy reliance 
on contextual semantic information for Chinese processing. Thus, 
syntactic processing is less independent, and semantics and syntax 
are often not clearly demarcated in Chinese. Because of the inherent 
properties of Chinese syntax, it represents an important case for any 
attempt to examine the functional organization of syntactic process-
ing, especially to determine whether the human brain implements 
syntactic structures independent of semantics.

results
We recorded neural activity from ten native Mandarin-speaking par-
ticipants (six right-handed females; 19–50 years of age) undergoing 
awake brain-mapping procedures as part of their brain tumour sur-
gery. We recorded cortical activity using two 128-electrode grids that 
were located on the surface of the exposed cortex (Supplementary 
Fig. 1), while participants processed Chinese sentences and deter-
mined whether the presented written sentences were correct (Fig. 1a).  
Most participants responded fast and accurately during the task 
(Supplementary Fig. 2b). We focused on the electrodes in the left 
IFG (Methods). A classic violation paradigm was utilized to facilitate 
the comparison of our findings with previous studies with similar 
paradigms on alphabetic languages. We hypothesized that keywords 
that elicited violations would recruit additional neural resources to 
process corresponding linguistic aspects.

All the participants performed tasks in four conditions, includ-
ing: (1) correct sentences (CORR), where the sentences were of nor-
mal subject–verb–object (SVO) structure; (2) syntactic violation 
of local phrase (SYN-P), where a degree adverb that was used to 
modify adjectives was inserted immediately before the object noun, 
which rejected the modification by the adverb; (3) violation of syn-
tactic category (SYN-C), where the object noun was replaced by  
an adjective, which cannot be the direct object of the verb; and  
(4) semantic violation (SEM), where the object contradicted the 
selectional restrictions of the verb, which required an animate 
object (see Methods for more information). In all of the correct  
and violation conditions, the first-object nouns served as the  
keywords (Fig. 1a). Additionally, five participants performed a 
combined violation task (COM, five participants) that contained  
both syntactic and semantic violations (Supplementary Fig. 2c), and 
the other five participants performed a non-linguistic (NL) task as 
a non-language baseline (NL, five participants) in which they were 
presented with a series of geometric shapes and instructed to detect 
whether the shapes changed or not (Supplementary Fig. 2c). The 
NL task was used to test whether the enhanced activity elicited by  
violation manipulations was specific to linguistic processing or 
owing to a general violation processing.

We first used classification algorithms to examine the fre-
quency component to best classify conditions in the linguistic task. 
Results showed that high-gamma (HG) components (>70 Hz)  
discriminated conditions with the highest accuracy (>80%, Fig. 1b  
and Supplementary Fig. 3a) and ERPs were more prominent 
in the HG band (70–150 Hz) compared with other frequency 
bands (Supplementary Fig. 3b–e). Most of the electrodes show-
ing enhanced activities to linguistic stimuli were located in the 
IFG (Fig. 1c and Supplementary Fig. 3f). In contrast, in the NL 
task, the violation condition showed an enhanced activity mainly 
at the lower frequency (Supplementary Fig. 4), indicating that 
neural oscillations during linguistic and NL tasks may arise in  

different frequency bands. Hence, in the following analyses, we 
focused only on HG for electrodes at the IFG (70–150 Hz). In the 
linguistic task, the enhanced activity of violation conditions rela-
tive to CORR was only observed after the keywords, indicating 
that the responses were highly linked to the violation manipula-
tions (Fig. 1d). Representative electrodes (shown in Fig. 1e) further 
verified that the manipulation of semantic or syntactic conditions 
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Fig. 1 | Study paradigm and different neural responsivity to semantic 
and syntactic violation tasks. a, Examples of stimuli in the sentence 
processing task. The words marked as their corresponding colour are 
the keywords for analyses unless otherwise specified. Correct sentences 
(CORR, red); syntactic violation of local phrase (SYN-P, orange); violation 
of syntactic category (SYN-C, green); semantic violation (SEM, blue); the 
black line indicates word stimuli presenting time (400 ms) and the purple 
line indicates fixation time (100 ms). b, Classification accuracy from an 
array of frequency bands using the support vector clustering, indicated 
that 70–150 Hz is the best frequency band to interpret the difference  
in processing each of the corresponding linguistic components. The  
x axis indicates the lower frequency boundary and the y axis indicates 
the upper-frequency boundary. c, MRI reconstruction of participant 3’s 
brain with high-density grid electrodes (grey). Electrodes that responded 
to linguistic stimuli were labelled in red (Methods). d, Cortical activity 
for representative electrodes from the first presentation word to the last 
word of one participant; the coloured arrow indicates the onset of the 
keyword (mean ± s.e.m.). e, Cortical activity for representative electrodes 
after the keyword (mean ± s.e.m.). The shaded area corresponds to the 
discriminating period (P < 0.05, ANOVA, two tailed, Bonferroni correction 
for the number of electrodes).
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caused enhanced neural activities (P < 0.05 for one-way analysis 
of variance (ANOVA) between CORR and the relevant violation is 
shown as shaded area). The responses were consistent across trials 
(Supplementary Fig. 5).

We then examined whether there were electrodes specifically 
responding to syntactic or semantic violation conditions. We found 
that the responses of electrodes were dissimilar for different con-
ditions across electrodes (Fig. 2a). To examine whether the elec-
trodes responded to only one type or multiple types of violations, 
we defined a significant effect in each electrode if its response to 
a certain type of violation was reliably enhanced compared with 
the CORR condition for more than 50 ms (P < 0.05, ANOVA, two 
tailed, Bonferroni correction for the number of electrodes, n = 256 

for each participant); there were 58 electrodes satisfying this crite-
rion and they were used for the following analyses. We found that 
most of the electrodes (49 of 58) strongly responded to only one 
type of violation (Fig. 2b, one-way ANOVA F statistic > 4). Only a 
few electrodes were co-activated by two violation types (9 of 58) 
and were mainly co-activated by SYN-P and SYN-C (as shown in 
purple in Fig. 2b). Additionally, we used half the trials to identify 
the linguistic-responding electrodes and used the remaining half for 
further analysis. We also quantified the length of time that the elec-
trodes were responding differently to the violation conditions and to 
the correct condition. Both of the analyses based on amplitude and 
length of time yielded consistent patterns of results (Supplementary 
Fig. 6). This result was further supported by the degrees of  
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similarity across conditions as indexed with Euclidean distance, 
which showed that the similarity between SYN-P and SYN-C 
(Euclidean distance, 48.43) was greater than that between syntac-
tic and semantic conditions (Fig. 2c, Euclidean distance, 62.17). 
Moreover, we found that, for the electrodes responding to the 
combined violation condition (COM), 78.3% of them also showed 
enhanced activity to the syntactic violation (SYN-P), but only 26.1% 
of them responded to the semantic violation (SEM), which may 
indicate a functional primacy of syntactic analysis (Supplementary 
Fig. 7a). In addition, the electrodes responding to linguistic stimuli 
did not respond to the NL violation, indicating that these electrodes’ 
response was specific to linguistic processing (Supplementary  
Fig. 7b). These results showed that the neural responses to syntactic 
processing were spatially separated from semantic processing and 
NL processing at the single electrode level.

Subsequently, to examine whether there were spatial segrega-
tions for syntactic versus semantic processing on a larger scale, we 
applied a kernel-density estimation (KDE) analysis to characterize 
the spatial topographic organization and localize the activation cen-
tre for each condition (Fig. 2d and activation likelihood estimation 
in Supplementary Fig. 8a). Unlike the result at the electrode level, 
we failed to observe a tendency of spatial separation for the acti-
vation centre of syntactic and semantic conditions. Likewise, the 
epicentre of these responses failed to show separations using a per-
mutation test of the clusters of electrodes (Fig. 2e). One possibility 
was that interindividual neuroanatomical variation of the IFG may 
lead to spatial overlap for different conditions when pooling over 
individuals. However, even at the individual level, we were unable to 
obtain a clear separation pattern (Supplementary Fig. 8b).

We quantified the scale at which semantic and syntactic pro-
cesses were separated using a simulation method. We hypothesized 
that sections of IFG that had distinct coding for different linguis-
tic components were tessellated. We simulated the percentage of 
electrodes that covered adjacent areas and then compared it with 
the percentage of electrodes that we observed of co-enhancement. 
The results showed that the diameter of functional circuits was no 
greater than ~3.25 mm (Fig. 2f)43. Overall, these results suggested 
that the electrodes specifically associated with syntactic and seman-
tic processing were distributed independently at the electrode level.

Next, we hypothesized the spatiotemporal patterns elicited by 
the violation manipulations would be preserved when the correct 
sentences were processed. Using a prediction algorithm based on 
responses to CORR, our data showed the predicted electrode types 
with accuracies significantly higher than chance level (SYN-P 
45.6%, SYP-C 73.0%, SEM 69.3%, and not-responding electrodes 
38.4%; all P < 0.0001 relative to chance level 25%, Supplementary 
Fig. 9), suggesting that the electrodes specifically responding to syn-
tactic or SEMs were also engaging in processing syntactic or seman-
tic information when processing correct sentences.

We then examined the temporal properties of syntactic and 
semantic processing. The time courses of some example electrodes 
in Fig. 3a showed that there were differentiated temporal patterns 
for different types of violations. The accuracies for classifying dif-
ferent conditions peaked at about 400–700 ms after the keywords, 
which indicated they were most separable in this time frame 
(Supplementary Fig. 10a). We pooled all responding electrodes and 
found distinct response onsets and peaks for electrodes responding 
to different conditions (Fig. 3b,c). To quantify the temporal differ-
ences between different conditions, we estimated the latency dif-
ferences based on ANOVA (Fig. 3d, P < 0.001, one-way ANOVA, 
two tailed, Bonferroni, corrected for ten participants. SEM onset 
to SYN-P onset, P = 1.83 × 10−5; SEM onset to SYN-C onset, 
P = 1.93 × 10−14; SYN-C onset to SYN-P onset, P = 5.85 × 10−30; SEM 
peak to SYN-P peak, P = 3.26 × 10−13; SEM peak to SYN-C peak, 
P = 1.02 × 10−5; SYN-C peak to SYN-P peak, P = 0.93 × 10−26). The 
results suggested that the SYN-P (onset, 113 ms and peak, 480 ms) 

occurred earlier than SEM (122 ms and 524 ms) and SYN-C (283 ms 
and 579 ms) in terms of both onset and peak of the response, respec-
tively. The onset and peak for SYN-P were earlier than for SYN-C. 
In SYN-P, the violation was detected immediately when encounter-
ing the adjective, but in SYN-C, the violation may be processed in a 
different way. In Chinese, disyllabic (or polysyllabic) adjectives are 
not directly attached to the head noun they modify. For example, 
if we add a noun to the position after the adjective, the modifier  
DE ‘的’ should be added after the adjectives. Therefore, in SYN-C, 
the participants may detect the violation either when encountering 
the keyword (that is, the first objective) or when realizing that no 
DE ‘的’ was coming after the adjective. This possibility may help 
explain the results that relatively later (and also greater variations 
of) onset and peak were observed for SYN-C than SYN-P.

There was also a discrepancy in terms of the length of the differ-
ence between respect violation and correct sentence (Supplementary 
Fig. 10b). Moreover, response latencies did not depend on the spatial 
location of the electrodes (Fig. 3e and Supplementary Fig. 10c,d).

Discussion
Together, the results demonstrated distinct spatiotemporal pat-
terns of activity in the left IFG that were specifically associated with 
syntactic and semantic processing, indicating that this region was 
differentiated into distinct circuits that independently processed 
syntactic and semantic information in their corresponding time 
courses. Thus, these results offer strong evidence for the universal-
ity theory of syntactic processes1,44–46.

Previous studies have argued for the non-independence of syntax 
in Chinese comprehension. The fast-changing neural activity and 
the adjacent presence of multiple functional groups explained why 
previous fMRI and scalp electrophysiology studies did not capture 
the fine-scale spatiotemporal patterns. The fine structure of activity 
may be obscured by the standard, local, average methods applied in 
previous neuroimaging research leading to a failure to consistently 
observe syntax specificity at the macroscopic regional level. In our 
study, we were able to record HG oscillations that are closely corre-
lated with neuronal firing47,48 and more suitable for local computa-
tions49, providing greater specificity in cortical circuit mapping of 
syntactic and semantic processing. Our result is also in accordance 
with a previous study using intracranial electrophysiology50, which 
identified spatiotemporally distinct patterns of activity for process-
ing different linguistic components in IFG.

The differentiation of brain functions is important for establish-
ing functional segregation as a principle of brain organization51, and 
it entails computational advantages that enable efficient processing 
of information from different domains while minimizing interfer-
ence52. Our findings revealed that syntactic and semantic processes 
in Chinese were implemented as a heterogeneous mix of modules 
at distributed circuits without clustering into distinct subregions in 
the left IFG. Yet, it remains possible that the neural level at which 
the two processes can be differentiated may be modulated by 
cross-linguistic variations in the degree to which syntax and seman-
tics are separated. This explanation is consistent with some previ-
ous fMRI studies showing clear spatial separation of syntactic and 
semantic processing at the subregion level in morphologically rich 
languages such as German53,54. Our findings are essential to advance 
the understanding of the universality and specificity of neural 
mechanisms and neural decoding underlying human language55–57. 
An important goal for future research will be to characterize the 
interaction between different subcomponents and modules of  
language at both finer and larger brain scales to better understand 
the computational architecture of language processing.

In our study, we targeted the modularity theory of syntax and 
tested whether syntax and semantics operated independently dur-
ing Chinese sentence processing by making a distinction between 
syntactic selection restriction and semantic selection restriction. 
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There are alternative linguistic theoretical frameworks, some of 
which advocate an integrated view of syntax and semantics, such 
as construction grammar and usage-based grammar. A subscriber 
to theories such as these might question whether our experimen-
tal conditions were able to selectively tap syntactic as opposed to 
semantic processing, or even whether this is a useful distinction at 
all. For instance, the construction grammar approach58 proposes a 
principle that “a construction is posited in the grammar if and only 
if something about its form, meaning, or use is not strictly predict-
able from other aspects of the grammar”, although it emphasizes the 
importance of the requirements of the construction and the role that 
constructions play in the relationship between the form and meaning 
of simple sentences. However, we believe that in the cases involved 
in our discussion, no conflict arises between the requirements of the 
construction and those of the verb. Hence, even construction gram-
mar would not attempt to account for these two restrictions in a 
way fundamentally different from ours, as there are no construction 
requirements involved in those cases under discussion.

We note that the present study has limitations. First, we used 
simple geometric shape judgement as a control task to exclude the 
possibility that the enhanced activity elicited by violation manipula-
tions was due to a general violation processing, but we would need 
a broader range of control conditions, including linguistic viola-
tion control (for example, using a spelling violation task) and NL  

violation control (for example, using music or arithmetic expres-
sions), to give stronger evidence for the specificity of syntactic and 
semantic processing. Second, the keywords in SYN-C were not 
matched with other conditions in terms of syntactic categories (that 
is, the keywords in SYN-C were adjectives while in CORR/SEM/
SYN-P were nouns). This factor may lead to differential spatiotem-
poral patterns between SYN-C and other conditions. However, it 
should be noted that the keywords in SYN-P were the same as those 
in SEM, but still, we found that more electrodes were co-activated 
by the two syntactic conditions (SYN-P and SYN-C) than those 
co-activated by SYN-P or SEM, and that the degree of similarity 
between SYN-P and SYN-C was greater than between syntactic and 
semantic conditions. The results suggest that distinct spatiotempo-
ral activation patterns for syntactic and semantic conditions cannot 
be fully explained by the differences in the lexical or syntactic cate-
gories. Future studies are needed to understand how this confundity 
may influence critical effects.

Methods
Participants. This study included ten participants (age range, 19–50 years; four 
males, six females) undergoing awake language mapping as part of their brain 
tumour surgeries59 at Huashan Hospital, Shanghai, China (Supplementary Table 1).  
Two 128-channel high-density ECoG grids were temporarily placed onto 
the left inferior/middle frontal gyrus and/or middle/superior temporal gyrus 
intraoperatively, to record cortical local field potential. Grid placement was 
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performed by an experienced neurosurgeon, and the location was determined 
based on clinical exposure and avoidance of the tumour. Because not all the 
participants were covered over the temporal cortex, and the location of the grids in 
the temporal cortex varied considerably across participants, our analyses focused 
on the electrodes in the IFG.

The study was approved by the Huashan Hospital Institutional Review Board of 
Fudan University (HIRB, KY2017–437), and the conducting of research complied 
with all relevant ethical regulations. Participants were asked to join this study 
only if there was clinical necessity to perform awake surgery for safe resection of 
tumour and protection of the eloquent area. Before surgery, the surgeon explained 
to participants that this task was for research purposes, that participation in the 
research was completely voluntary, that the research session would add 15–25 min 
to the length of their surgery and that they could stop the research session at any 
time. All participants consented voluntarily.

All participants were native speakers of Mandarin Chinese and were left 
dominant. They were cognitively healthy, as evaluated by the Mini-Mental State 
Examination, and had normal overall preoperative language functions using the 
Aphasia Battery of Chinese60, which was the Chinese standardized adaptation of 
the Western Aphasia Battery. We only included those participants with tumours 
that did not obviously invade the pars opercularis and pars triangularis.

MRI acquisition. All preoperative brain images were obtained using a 3-T scanner 
(MAGNETOM Verio 3.0 T, Siemens AG) 1 day before surgery, and the imaging 
parameters were the same for all participants. The imaging protocols consisted of 
a three-dimensional T1-weighted high-resolution structural MRI (repetition time, 
1.90 ms; echo time, 2.93 ms; matrix size, 256 × 215; slice thickness, 1 mm; field of 
view, 250 × 219 mm2) without contrast enhancement.

Cortical surface extraction and electrode visualization. Grids were localized 
by recording the three-dimensional positions of the corners of the grid using 
Medtronic neuronavigation system, Stealthlink (StealthStation Treon, Medtronic, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA), and intraoperative photograph at the time 
of placement, then aligned to presurgical structural MRI (T1 weighted). The 
remaining electrodes were localized using interpolation from those points. 
To visualize electrodes on the cortical surface of a participant’s brain we used 
FreeSurfer (v.1.0, February 2011, http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/) and 
img_pipe61 to make pial surface reconstructions. The grid location is verified by 
two experienced neurosurgeons independently. To visualize electrodes across 
participants on a common Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) brain, we 
performed non-linear surface registration using a spherical sulcal-based alignment 
in FreeSurfer, aligned to the MNI152 template62. While the geometry of the grid is 
not maintained, the non-linear alignment ensures that electrodes on a gyrus in the 
participant’s native space will remain on the same gyrus in the atlas space.

The Chinese language and stimuli design. The Chinese language differs from 
the Indo–European languages (such as English) in many respects. Chinese is a 
morpho-syllabic system in which the characters map onto syllable units that are 
also usually morphemes. As a tonal language, every syllable in Chinese carries one 
of four basic tones, with different pitches of the voice conveying different meanings. 
Chinese is a non-inflected language that lacks morphological devices, and it has 
virtually no conjugation for verbs and no declension for nouns, which is in contrast 
to the rich inventory of grammatical morphology that marks syntactic features 
(such as a person, number, sex, case and tense) in Indo–European languages. 
With respect to syntactic categories, the distinction between noun and verb 
classes is transparent in Indo–European languages, but it is ambiguous in Chinese 
because of the lack of grammatical morphology that marks the syntactic category. 
Grammatical relations in Chinese are not generally manifested by morphological 
inflection but are cued by word order, function words and semantic content.

To facilitate the comparison between our results and those from Indo–
European languages, the experimental conditions were designed to mirror the 
violations (that is, word category violation for syntactic violation and verb’s 
selectional restriction violation for SEM) used by previous ERP studies of Indo–
European languages such as German and French63,64. Different from previous 
studies of Indo–European languages, the word category of the critical word is 
not marked by grammatical inflections in our study due to the fact that Chinese 
generally lacks grammatical inflections. We took advantage of this property in 
Chinese to examine whether syntax constitutes an independent module in the 
human brain. In this study, the visual stimuli consisted of Chinese sentences of 
each condition (correct sentences (CORR), syntactic violation of local phrase 
(SYN-P), violation of syntactic category (SYN-C) and sentences with the SEM, and 
combined violation containing both SYN-P and SEM (COM)), and non-linguistic 
stimuli with or without shape-changing (NL and NL-VIO) displayed on a screen 
in front of the participants, with each word of the sentences or each geometric 
shape displayed sequentially in the centre of the screen. Each sentence was of SVO 
structure and the first-object nouns were served as the keywords. In CORR (for 
example, 女孩戴上了手环和戒指 (Girl wore bracelet and ring)), the keyword  
‘手环 (bracelet)’, as a noun, could be used as the object of the verb ‘戴 (wore)’, thus 
satisfying the subcategorization requirement of the verb. In SYN-P (for example,  
女孩戴上了很手环和戒指 (Girl wore very bracelet and ring)), the syntactic 

violation occurred because a degree adverb ‘很 (very)’ that was used to modify 
adjectives was inserted immediately before the object noun, which rejected  
the modification by the adverb. There were five different adverbs used in the 
SYN-P sentences. In SYN-C (for example, 女孩戴上了漂亮和时尚 (Girl wore 
beautiful and stylish)), syntactic violations occurred because the object noun  
‘手环 (bracelet)’ was replaced by an adjective ‘漂亮 (beautiful)’, which cannot  
be the direct object of the verb. In SEM (for example,女孩邀请了手环和戒指  
(Girl invited bracelet and ring)), the sentences were well formed syntactically, but 
the object ‘手环 (bracelet)’ contradicted the selectional restrictions of the verb  
‘邀请 (invited)’, which required an animate object. In COM, there were both 
syntactic (SYN-P) and SEMs (for example, 女孩邀请了很手环和戒指 (Girl 
invited very bracelet and ring)). We included two syntactic conditions to better 
match the stimuli across conditions. Both SYN-P and SYN-C involved a syntactic 
word category violation (that is, adjective instead of a noun), but in SYN-P, the 
violations occurred relative to the immediately preceding word, whereas, in SYN-C, 
the violation occurred relative to more distant preceding words (the verbs) in the 
sentences. The keywords in SYN-P were the same as those in CORR and SEM, and 
the keywords in SYN-C were presented in the same position as those in CORR 
and SEM. All the keywords were of two characters, and the word frequencies were 
matched between CORR (same in SYN-P and SEM, mean frequency = 31.88 per 
million, s.d. = 35.14) and SYN-C (mean frequency = 30.25 per million, s.d. = 73.58) 
(t(62) = 0.11, P = 0.91) (https://lingua.mtsu.edu/chinese-computing/). The 
participants were required to determine whether the sentences were correct. In 
the NL task, the participants were presented with a series of geometric shapes and 
instructed to detect whether the shapes changed. All the ten participants performed 
under CORR, SYN-P, SYN-C and SEM conditions. Five participants performed 
under COM and the other five performed under NL conditions.

All participants were trained to familiarize themselves with the study settings 
the day before the operation, as well as immediately before the experimental 
blocks. The sentences were displayed using custom-written MATLAB R2014a 
(Mathworks, https://www.mathworks.com) scripts. The stimuli were divided 
into four blocks and were presented randomly only once. Each trial started 
with an 800 ms fixation followed by a 500 ms blank screen, and then each word 
of the sentence (or geometric shape) was displayed for 400 ms, with a 100 ms 
interstimulus interval. There were six words per sentence in the CORR, SYN-C 
and SEM conditions and seven words in the SYN-P and COM conditions. The 
number of geometric shapes in the NL was matched to the number of words in 
the linguistic task. At the end of each trial, the participants were asked to decide 
whether the sentence was correct (or whether the geometric shapes changed) 
and they responded by clicking a button placed beneath the participant’s index. 
The question remained on the screen until the participants responded or for a 
maximum of 3 s.

Neural data acquisition and preprocessing. We recorded ECoG signals with a 
multichannel amplifier (Tucker-Davis Technologies (TDT)) which was connected 
to a digital signal acquisition system (TDT), with a sampling rate of 3,052 Hz. 
The visual stimulus was also recorded via a photodiode from the output of the 
presentation screen and recorded in the TDT circuit, time-aligned with the ECoG 
signal. Data were online referenced in the amplifier and the reference electrode was 
placed onto the skull at the Central zero (Cz) point. No further re-referencing was 
applied to the data. Offline preprocessing of the data included the exclusion of bad 
channels, and exclusion of bad time intervals, concatenation of all experimental 
blocks, down-sampling to 400 Hz, notch-filtering of line noise at 50, 100 and 150 Hz, 
and common average reference (64 channels were connected to one bank). Bad 
channels were defined by visual inspection as channels with excessive noise. Bad 
time points were defined as time points with noise activity, which typically stemmed 
from movement artifacts, interictal-like spiking or non-physiological noise.

Data analysis. All analyses were conducted in MATLAB R2018 (Mathworks, 
https://www.mathworks.com) and Python (Python Software Foundation, Python 
Language Reference, v.3.7 or 2.7) using standard toolboxes and custom-written 
scripts, if not otherwise mentioned.

Frequency component extraction. To determine which frequency components 
were the most sensitive to distinguish the stimuli, we extracted the analytic 
amplitude of a band from 0 Hz to 150 Hz with 10 Hz intervals in the same manner. 
The power of each component was calculated as the first principal component 
of the signal in each electrode across each band-pass (the band is automatically 
assigned within script). The following frequency range decodings were based 
on the resulting timer series and using Scikit-learn library65 for Python v.3.7. 
We used support vector machine (C=1.0, cache_size=200, class_weight=None, 
coef0=0.0, decision_function_shape=‘ovr’, degree=3, gamma=‘auto’, kernel=‘rbf ’, 
max_iter=−1, probability=False, random_state=None, shrinking=True, tol=0.001, 
verbose=False), logistic regression (C=1.0, class_weight=None, dual=False, 
fit_intercept=True, intercept_scaling=1, max_iter=100, multi_class=‘auto’, 
n_jobs=None, penalty=‘l2’, random_state=None, solver=‘newton-cg’, tol=0.0001, 
verbose=0, warm_start=False) and k-nearest neighbour (algorithm=‘auto’, 
leaf_size=30, metric=‘minkowski’, metric_params=None, n_jobs=None, 
n_neighbors=5, p=2, weights=‘uniform’) to classify different conditions, that 
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is, correct sentences, sentences with syntactic violation, sentences with semantic 
violation and resting state.

We extracted the analytic amplitude in the HG frequency range (70–150 Hz, 
High gamma activity (HGA)) using eight band-pass with the Hilbert transform. 
The HGA power was calculated as the first principal component of the signal in 
each electrode across all eight HG bands, using principal component analysis. 
Finally, the HGA was down-sampled to 100 Hz and z scored relative to the mean 
and standard deviation of the data within each experimental block.

Electrode selection. Analyses included electrodes located in all covered cortices 
on the pars opercularis and pars triangularis (the notation is in accordance to 
FreeSurfer segregation) that showed robust evoked responses to the stimuli, 
defined as electrodes by the difference of the cortical response between resting 
state versus linguistic/NL stimuli explained with a significant amount of variance 
(P < 0.01, Python scipy library one-way ANOVA function f_oneway). As the neural 
signal was z scored before further analysis, the neural signal may be considered to 
have normality and equal variances for further analysis.

We could observe enhanced activities after the keywords (Fig. 1d); however, 
the electrodes should have enhanced activities to all words if they were deemed 
as ‘language-responsive/sensitive’ electrodes. The reason it was hard to observe 
amplitude peaks after non-keyword words was because we z scored the signal 
across the block; although there were peaks in non-keyword words, z scoring 
would amplify the strongest peak and dwarf lower peaks. The power spectrum 
analysis, on the other hand, using log-scale representation, showed enhanced 
activities to all meaningful words (except for auxiliary words/non-meaning words).

Here, we defined the SYN-P, SYN-C or SEM electrode as an electrode that had 
its averaged amplitude reliably higher than the amplitude under CORR (f_oneway 
with Bonferroni correction for more than 50 ms and >0.55 z score in amplitude). 
Here, we compared two groups at a given time; we compared the correct sentences 
with one type of violation condition alone, then with the second condition, then 
the third one. The time-course similarities (Euclidean distance) among each 
linguistic stimuli were performed using the Python scipy library hierarchical 
clustering function.

ERP amplitude. To compare evoked responses among each experimental 
condition (CORR, SYN-P, SYN-C and SEM). Mean neural responses to 
individual keywords for each electrode were calculated for the selected 
electrodes. We aligned the cortical activity to the onset of the keyword as the T0 
for presentation. The discriminating period is defined as one-way ANOVA of 
response to CORR sentences versus SYN-P, SYN-C or SEM sentences, P < 0.05, 
ANOVA, two tailed, Bonferroni correction for the number of electrodes, n = 256 
for each participant. The onset, peak and offset were defined as 10%, 50% and 
90% of the ERP integer. The fractional area latency measure would then be 
defined as the time point before which a certain percentage of the total ERP area 
was observed. Here, we did not utilize arguments of the maxima, simply because 
the local field potential is a sinusoidal wave with many fluctuations or noise, the 
local arguments of the maxima are largely influenced by local fluctuations or 
noise, thus using a 50% local field potential integer is a better alternative to avoid 
fluctuations or noise, and this method is indifferent to the amplitude difference 
between electrodes or trials.

Spatial organization. To summarize the electrode location from multiple 
participants and avoid bias, we utilized the KDE (bandwidth = 20) and 
activation likelihood estimation (cluster-level family-wise error with 1,000 
permutations of P < 0.01, GingerALE v.2.3.6, http://www.brainmap.org) method 
to cluster the selected electrode locations with on the MNI152 template, and 
the results were visualized two dimensionally (overlap onto two-dimensional 
brain) or three dimesionally (BrainNet Viewer, http://www.nitrc.org/projects/
bnv/). This technique transforms the extracted electrodes, and the difference 
between SYN-P, SYN-C and SEM, into Gaussian probability distributions 
surrounding the coordinates. The estimation of the width of these Gaussian 
probability distributions is adapted for each condition using the relative density. 
Non-parametric permutation tests were performed to determine the spatial 
segregation among SYN-P, SYN-C and SEM.

Functional circuit size estimation. We hypothesize that the entire IFG is 
tessellated with multiple functional circuits that process different functions 
independently. We assume the size of a functional circuit that processes different 
linguistic features should be similar, and the distribution of electrodes was 
randomized. If an electrode (radius of 0.5 mm) covered both adjacent functional 
circuits, then this electrode would record the activity of both areas. Given the 
percentage of electrodes that responded to two violation conditions, we could 
estimate the size of each functional circuit.

p (co-activation) = p (distant (electrode centre to boundary) ≤ 0.5 mm)

=
1−A(triangle with diameter of r−0.5 mm)

A(triangle with diameter of r) = r−0.5 mm
r

where p is the probability, A is the area and r is the diameter.

Predicting different types of electrodes using brain responses in CORR. 
When processing correct sentences, the cortical areas responsible for semantics 
or syntactic should still process the corresponding aspects. We hypothesized that 
even during correct stimuli, the electrodes should preserve their spatial–temporal 
prosperity like when they are processing incorrect stimuli. We labelled electrodes, 
then trained models using extracted information only from correct sentences 
(onset, offset, peak, area and amplitude at T0) to predict the electrode types 
(SYN-P, SYN-C, SEM or non-responding electrodes).

Reporting summary. Further information on research design is available in the 
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
Source data are provided with this paper. The data set generated during the current 
study will be made available from the authors upon reasonable request.

Code availability
The completely developed code that operates on the full data set will be made 
available from the authors upon reasonable request.
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Statistics
For all statistical analyses, confirm that the following items are present in the figure legend, table legend, main text, or Methods section.

n/a Confirmed

The exact sample size (n) for each experimental group/condition, given as a discrete number and unit of measurement

A statement on whether measurements were taken from distinct samples or whether the same sample was measured repeatedly

The statistical test(s) used AND whether they are one- or two-sided 
Only common tests should be described solely by name; describe more complex techniques in the Methods section.

A description of all covariates tested

A description of any assumptions or corrections, such as tests of normality and adjustment for multiple comparisons

A full description of the statistical parameters including central tendency (e.g. means) or other basic estimates (e.g. regression coefficient) 
AND variation (e.g. standard deviation) or associated estimates of uncertainty (e.g. confidence intervals)

For null hypothesis testing, the test statistic (e.g. F, t, r) with confidence intervals, effect sizes, degrees of freedom and P value noted 
Give P values as exact values whenever suitable.

For Bayesian analysis, information on the choice of priors and Markov chain Monte Carlo settings

For hierarchical and complex designs, identification of the appropriate level for tests and full reporting of outcomes

Estimates of effect sizes (e.g. Cohen's d, Pearson's r), indicating how they were calculated

Our web collection on statistics for biologists contains articles on many of the points above.

Software and code
Policy information about availability of computer code

Data collection Synapse Suite (Tucker-Davis Technologies, Alachua, FL, USA) Version 91

Data analysis MATLAB R2018a (Mathworks, https://www.mathworks.com), and Python (Python Software Foundation. Python Language Reference, version 
3.7 or 2.7), FreeSurfer Version 2.0 and custom code.
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Data
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Behavioural & social sciences study design
All studies must disclose on these points even when the disclosure is negative.

Study description This is a quantitative basic research involves human subjects.

Research sample Patients with glioma near eloquent area at Huashan Hospital.

Sampling strategy No need for sampling.

Data collection We recorded ECoG signals with a multichannel amplifier (Tucker-Davis Technologies, TDT, Alachua, FL, USA), which was connected to 
a digital signal acquisition system (TDT), with a sampling rate of 3052 Hz. The visual stimulus was also recorded via a photodiode from 
the output of the presentation screen and recorded in the TDT circuit time-aligned with the ECoG signal. Data were online referenced 
in the amplifier, the reference electrode was placed onto the skull at Cz point. No further re-referencing was applied to the data.

Timing Mar.2, 2018 to Nov. 27, 2019

Data exclusions Exclusion of bad channels, and exclusion of bad time intervals. Bad channels were defined by visual inspection as channels with 
excessive noise. Bad time points were defined as time points with noise activity, which typically stemmed from movement artifacts, 
interictal-like spiking, or non-physiological noise.

Non-participation No participant dropped out.

Randomization No need for randomization.

Reporting for specific materials, systems and methods
We require information from authors about some types of materials, experimental systems and methods used in many studies. Here, indicate whether each material, 
system or method listed is relevant to your study. If you are not sure if a list item applies to your research, read the appropriate section before selecting a response. 

Materials & experimental systems
n/a Involved in the study

Antibodies

Eukaryotic cell lines

Palaeontology and archaeology

Animals and other organisms

Human research participants

Clinical data

Dual use research of concern

Methods
n/a Involved in the study

ChIP-seq

Flow cytometry

MRI-based neuroimaging

Human research participants
Policy information about studies involving human research participants

Population characteristics This study included ten participants (age range: 19-50 years; 4 males, 6 females) undergoing awake language mapping as part 
of their brain tumor surgeries at Huashan Hospital, Shanghai, China. 

Recruitment Participants were asked to participate in this study only if they needed awake surgery with direct cortical stimulation as part 
of their language mapping, meaning this was essential for safe resection of their tumor and protection of eloquent area. 

Ethics oversight Huashan Hospital Institutional Review Board of Fudan University (HIRB)

Note that full information on the approval of the study protocol must also be provided in the manuscript.
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Magnetic resonance imaging

Experimental design

Design type Structural T1-weighted

Design specifications n/a

Behavioral performance measures n/a

Acquisition

Imaging type(s) Structural

Field strength 3Tesla

Sequence & imaging parameters repetition time, 1.90 ms; echo time, 2.93 ms; matrix size, 256×215; slice thickness, 1 mm; field of view, 250×219 mm2

Area of acquisition Whole brain

Diffusion MRI Used Not used

Preprocessing

Preprocessing software FreeSurfer

Normalization A combination of volumetric and surface warping (Postelnicu et al., 2009)

Normalization template cvs_avg35_inMNI152

Noise and artifact removal None

Volume censoring None

Statistical modeling & inference

Model type and settings n/a

Effect(s) tested n/a

Specify type of analysis: Whole brain ROI-based Both

Statistic type for inference
(See Eklund et al. 2016)

n/a

Correction n/a

Models & analysis

n/a Involved in the study
Functional and/or effective connectivity

Graph analysis

Multivariate modeling or predictive analysis
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